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Wallet with four note cards
....from one sheet of 30.5cm (12”) square double sided paper

What you will need to recreate this project:
30.5cm (12”) square double sided paper
4 x A6 cards (5 7/8 x 4

1/8

”)

Scraps of card matching base cards
4 x C6 Envelopes (6

3/8

x 4 1/2”)

6 cm (2 1/2”) circular scalloped die or punch
5cm (1 15/16”) circular die or punch
If you do have the correct sized punches it will make
this project much easier, & far quicker than when
using dies.
Step by step:
Okay, it is tight but you really can get the wallet & these four cards from one sheet, so I am going to
draw a diagram of where to cut (& also where to score) the sheet of paper in order to get all of the
pieces you will need.
On the left you will see from
the diagram that I have given
you not only the cutting lines
to create each of the
elements required, but also
the positions for the score
lines.
I am not too confident
converting the metric
measurement to their Imperial
equivalent, so please forgive
any errors.
I am going to type up the
remainder of these project
notes in metric, so I don’t
confuse myself & everyone
else, but you have the Imperial
conversions are marked on the
diagram for reference.
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First of all cut the larger 19 x 30.5cm piece from the full sheet & put to one side. Turn the
remaining piece into horizontal position & cut at 14.8cm & put the remaining piece to one side for the
moment. From the 14.8cm piece cut four strips each of 14.8 x 2.5cm, there will be a slither left over
which can be discarded.
From the smaller remaining piece you need to punch or die cut five 5cm circles, if you position them
as close as possible & in the arrangement shown in the diagram you should get all five – one for each
of the four cards & one for the wallet.
From the card scraps cut five of the 6cm scalloped circles using either a punch or dies. If you don’t
have a scalloped circle a plain or stitched edge circle will work just fine.
Return to the largest piece & add the score lines as shown in the diagram, please note that the score
at the 13cm position is only within the 1cm side panels & not from one side to the other. From that
13cm score mark cut in to the 1cm score line, turn & cut all the way to the top, repeat on the other
side. Fold & burnish all of the score lines & form the pocket for the cards & envelopes by gluing the
side flaps you have just created together.
Glue a paper circle to a scalloped circle & repeat to complete all five.
Using the grid on your cutting mat, line up the first of the A6 cards in landscape position & run a
strip of the paper across the front with the bottom edge of the paper strip 2cm from the bottom
edge of the card. Add a layered circle in a position you like & repeat on the other three cards.
Add the cards & envelopes to the wallet & close by tucking the front panel inside of the wallet – you
may need to pull the top card up out of the pocket slightly in order to do this as it may catch on the
embellishments.
Add the final layered circle to the front of the wallet in your desired location.

